Transform Print Streams with Barr EOM
Tr a n s f o r m a n d m o d i f y y o u r l e g a c y d a t a
to any for mat without changing your
existing applications.

Tr a n s f o r m P r i n t S t r e a m s w i t h B a r r E O M
Barr EOM helps you maximize productivity of any print environment that includes a variety of platforms and print devices. Whether you want to send
legacy output to printing systems on your network, or network print streams
to legacy production printers, you’ll need a transformation package capable of
converting from one print language to the next.
Barr EOM benefits customers who want to get the most use out of every piece of
printing equipment they own, as well as customers who wish to install new printing equipment without making changes to their existing applications. Barr EOM
brings together, in one place, all the conversion options your company needs to
make every printer available to every application. And because it gives you the
ability to view the final output before you send it to your printers, you know your
jobs are going to print in their proper format the first time.

K e y F e at u r e s
Support any print stream

– Transform
the document from any Page Description
Language (PDL) to another PDL.

Barr EOM
allows you
to convert
documents
seamlessly to
many of the
most popular
data formats
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Burst your documents

– Divide large documents or
print jobs into smaller documents based on information
found in the data such as account numbers or department
codes.

Instead of the manual practice of reading a long printed report; locating the separator; and building separate stacks of
paper; Barr EOM does this processing before the report is
ever printed. For example, if the original document included
invoices for 1,000 clients, the result of this bursting action
would be 1,000 small documents, each named according
to the respective account number, ready to distribute to
each client through a combination of print and electronic
delivery!
If you receive and print mainframe jobs, you know that
many of them contain multiple reports per job. In these
cases, Barr EOM separates them into individual reports
every time a new report number or name is encountered
either in the data header or on the report itself.

Bundle your documents – Merge multiple documents
into one larger print job.

Bundling adds value when you need to send a set of
different reports or documents to a single destination,
based upon matching criteria. As the various software applications generate these reports, Barr EOM captures the
files and combines them into one document. The original
file type/format of these documents does not matter. For
example, if you need to bundle AFP and PCL jobs together,
Barr EOM can do that and produce any type of file you may
require. Barr EOM can bundle AFP and PCL jobs together
and generate AFP, PCL and PDF copies of the newly bundled document as desired by different recipients.

Reformat and repurpose your print streams – Print

files are often generated on document composition tools
residing on mainframes or workstations. These files are
created for one primary purpose, such as printing on a
high-speed printer. Often users need to repurpose the data
contained in these print files to enable additional applications beyond printing. You might also have a need to make
modifications to the content stream without touching the
originating composition platform. Barr EOM can —
• Filter-out of documents or individual pages according to
predefined criteria (e.g. payment slips)
• Add text, OMR marks, barcodes, overlays, and images
• Change the page size and repositioning page content
• Delete text or areas
• Automatically classify and index
• Additional options for processing page layout such as
the automatic rotating of misaligned pages
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Office Print

•

Production Print

•

Distributed Print
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